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SENTIO SeNSS

Meeting power with ethics? Exploring the multiple 
dimensions of positionality within a postcolonial setting
Dr Leonie Tuitjer, Postdoctoral Researcher, Institute of Economic and Cultural Geography, Leibniz University, 
Germany, tuitjer@kusogeo.uni-hannover.de

From August 2015 to February 2016 I conducted research in Bangkok, Thailand for my PhD project in human 
geography which I obtained in 2018 from Durham University (UK). In my thesis, I tried to better understand the 
emerging relationship between climate change and human displacement in Bangkok, using a set of qualitative 
methods such as ethnographic observations and interviews. In this short reflection piece, I want to briefly 
share my growing appreciation of transparent communication of the researcher’s positionality within research. 
This contribution is not geared towards providing a ‘how to’ guide, but rather it offers reflections about the 
complexities of social power dynamics within research in a postcolonial field. The piece discusses how research 
ethics – and I understand positionality as an important element of research ethics – are one way to negotiate 
these complexities. I understand reflexivity as an ethical commitment in which the researcher aims to make 
visible how knowledge is produced and interpreted through certain methods. Positionality entails making 
explicit the researchers own (political) affiliations, gender, sexual orientations, or other categories that might 
become relevant for the interpretation of data (Campbell and Lassiter, 2015). Positionality is thus an ethical 
commitment within research (Radcliffe, 2017).

Past and present experiences: how do we arrive at knowledge in research
McFarlane (2011) has argued that learning within new urban spaces emerges “in relation to our memories of 
past experiences and cities” (McFarlane, 2011, p. 19). I quickly came to realise that my own positionality was not 
only shaped by my gender (female) or nationality (German), but much more by the previous experiences I have 
had in orienting myself in new urban terrains. In 2009, for example, I studied feminist and post-colonial literature 
and international relations at Pune University in India for six months. This previous experience of living in Asia 
repeatedly shaped my analysis and evaluations of the built environment, social power relations, displacement 
scenarios and mobility options in Bangkok. When I stayed in India, I experienced a heavy monsoon season that 
made the city as vulnerable as the Thai capital due to little and badly maintained drainage infrastructure. I 
remember one day, on my way back home from Pune University, I got stuck on the submerged highway. Like all 
other travellers that day, I had to gather my backpack and wade home through knee-deep water. This experience 
felt strangely ‘democratic’. People wearing expensive suits were struggling through the flooded streets as much 
as poorer people, all trying to get back home safely. Comparing this to Bangkok, I realised that the modern 
transport infrastructure had rather different effects on monsoon mobilities. While the sky train, boats and 
subway were still running, the flooded streets hit pedestrians, cars, buses, and motorcycles hardest. As such, 
my previous life experiences formed an important background through which I started to “learn the city” as 
McFarlane calls it. They made me more attentive to the demobilising effects of the monsoon in Bangkok and 
became a crucial lens through which I interpreted experiences that became data. Monsoon mobilities are thus 
always context specific and entwined with local infrastructures and the socio-economic fabric of the city. Critical 
reflection on one’s own positionality is thus paramount for making transparent the ways we arrive at knowledge 
and serves an ethical purpose of opening up the black box of the researcher. Such reflections demonstrate the 
need for appreciating the ongoing nature of reflexivity within research. 

Research and power in a complex field 
Further reflections on ethics emerged during the fieldwork as I became increasingly aware of diverse power 
relations and social hierarchies in the situations I encountered. During interviews on flood experiences with 
urban refugees and asylum seekers in Bangkok, the credo of ‘doing no harm’ proved essential, but at the 
same time showed how complicated it was to assess when harm could potentially be done by research. In the 
end, I decided not to write about much data gained from these interview situations, in fear of compromising 
participants’ safety.

Within my research I also encountered people of all kinds of professions and nationalities that occupied a 
variety of social positions that, at times by far, exceeded my own position of power. As Thailand is governed by 
an authoritarian military regime, some interviews demanded a different perspective on power. Ethnography as 
a method is particularly suited to uncovering power relations in the research field (Griffiths 2017). Reflexivity is 
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needed to understand when, during the research, we are in a position of power and when it may be our task 
to question power. In other words, research can also involve moments of studying up and here ethics might 
demand a different way of reflecting on one’s position within the field. As a foreigner in Bangkok, for example, 
it was easier for me to carefully formulate questions around the sacrosanct role of the monarchy within the 
country’s development and its climate change policies. Positionality evolves within the research context and 
ethics demands a careful reflection of the constraints and affordances of our own positionality within the field.

To conclude, I suggest that ethics demand we continuously reflect about our positionality in the field. 
Moreover, ethics demand we make transparent our positionality within writing. Crucially, as the first section 
has argued, experiences that shape our understanding of the field might have been made prior to field 
research and obtained in different spaces. Ethics may equally invite us to explore the multi-dimensionality of 
our positionality. At times, we might want to openly use our position to challenge social power relations we 
encounter whilst doing research. 
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